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COVID-19: the last week of extreme looting and purposeful destruction will see the
economy likely contract in Q3.21, delaying the rollout of the vaccine drive and may
have driven a lift in COVID-19 cases
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•

With government recognising the sabotage to the country’s economy over the past week,
along with criminal opportunism, the situation appears to be largely contained now, but
reports of attempts to destroy the country’s key strategic sites have also emerged.

•

The key strategic sites apparently included the Durban Harbour, electricity sub-stations
and power plants, water treatment plants etc, and the destruction actually wrought
extended past retail outlets and included factories, funeral homes and actual dwellings as
well.

•

While ardent Zuma supporters are reported to have been instigators of the violence, as
well as perpetrators and enablers, there was also a perceived slow response from
government to combat the uprising which is seen to have been allowed to escalate so
severely.

•

While not nearing the proportions of an actual civil war given the eventual successful
combined action of the SANDF, private security companies, police and community
members themselves, the risk was certainly there, and escalated to near proportions in
some areas.

•

The violent action has appeared orchestrated, leap frogging from KwaZulu Natal to
Gauteng instantly and not spreading organically through the Free State on the way to
Gauteng, while reports of key instigators fuelling mobs, have occurred.

•

In particular, a handful of instigators are reported to have broken down barriers to allow
mobs to enter buildings and loot, while urging the destruction of premises, fuelling the mob
and encouraging arson and other acts of destruction early on.

•

With the success of the initial looting sprees on the weekend widely circulated, the
outbreaks became more frequent early this week, on criminal opportunism and poverty,
but there was also a very high amount of purposeful pure wanton violence and extreme
destruction as well.

•

After dipping to 11 182 a day, new daily cases of COVID-19 lifted to 17 489 midweek, with
many at risk from increased infections on the riots. South Africa’s vaccinations have only
reached 4.9million doses so far and the riots risk spreading COVID-19.
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•

South Africa is administering just under 200 000 vaccines a day, with the recent unrest
having disrupted a number of vaccination sites and slowed government’s efforts, with GDP
growth currently likely to come out at 3.9% y/y this year on the hit to the economy in Q3.21.
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•

There has been discussions on extending the COVID grant while on Monday the President
announced that the COVID-19 TERS relief scheme has been extended to sectors affected
by level 4, “from the 1 July will also be valid until 31 December 2022”.

•

The Health Department has said it “calls upon all law abiding and patriotic citizens to join
hands with the government and other sectors to safeguard healthcare facilities, selfsacrificing health workers and medical supplies against criminal activities whose intention
is to undermine the law of the country”.
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•

South Africa’s overall seven-day rolling average in new COVID-19 cases however is at
16 435 from last week’s 19 956 and 16 916 a week before with Gauteng and KwaZulu
Natal showing their third waves have peaked, but a second peak is a risk in these two riots
impacted provinces.

•

Clean up operations in many areas in these two provinces are underway, but supply chains
are not fully operational, some distribution hubs have been destroyed and the police and/or
army have to guard a number of trucks to get food and fuel to citizens.

•

It is not clear yet if the pro Zuma support has died down yet, and the risks of further violent
looting and property destruction remain, with a number of individuals having been killed in
the stampedes as hordes descended on inadequately protected retailers and wholesalers.

•

The extreme violence has not just been confined to infrastructure, and has sought to leach
into areas where some individuals live, increasing fear and decreasing confidence in the
country, as many of the reported political instigators likely intended.

•

Business and consumer confidence has been severely decimated, although the surveys
recording these are not due for another few months and hopefully the instigated fear and
worries of many citizens will have calmed, while security forces quell any further
insurgences.

•

However, further break outs of politically or other motivated looting sprees will once again
stress out consumers, businesses and citizens severely, as is often intended, and will
further sabotage the recovery of the country’s economy.

•

Not all companies damaged by the riots had insurance protection and the loss of their
goods and premises could see these companies close forever, while attacks on key
strategic sites of the country continue to be a risk from the insurgents.
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